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Instructional Unit Agreement Lansing Central School District
PREAMBLE
In accordance with the provisions of Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967 (the Public
Employee's Fair Employment Act), to encourage and increase effective and
cooperative working relationships between the Lansing Central School Board of
Education (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") and its professional employees
represented by the Lansing Faculty Association (hereinafter referred to as the
"Association "), and to enable the professional employees more fully to participate
in and contribute to the development of policies for the school district so that the
cause of public education may best be served in Lansing Central School District,
TIllS AGREEMENT IS MADE TIllS
DAY OF
BY AND BETWEEN THE BOARD AND THE ASSOCIATION
The Board and the Association recognize that the Board is the legally constituted
body responsible for the determination of policies covering all aspects of the
Lansing public school system. The Board recognizes that it must operate in
accordance with all statutory provisions of the State, and such other rules and
regulations as are promulgated by the Commissioner of Education in accordance
with such statutes. The Board cannot reduce, negotiate or delegate its legal
responsibilities.
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ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION AGREEMENT
The Board of Education of Lansing Central School hereby recognizes the Lansing
Faculty Association as the exclusive negotiating agent for the instructional unit. The
instructional unit is defined as persons employed at least half time in a teaching
position by the district who are certified to teach by the New York State
Department of Education or who are filling positions requiring teacher certification,
excluding the Superintendent of Schools, Building Principals, and per diem substi-
tutes. .
The Board agrees to negotiate exclusively with the Lansing Faculty Association and
agrees not to negotiate with any teacher organization other than the Lansing Faculty
Association for the duration of this agreement.
The Association affmns that it does not assert the right to strike against the Lansing
Central School District; to assist or participate in any such strike; or to impose an
obligation to conduct, assist, or participate in such a strike.
Dated This 11th Day Of September, 1975
-2-
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ARTICLE II
NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURES
A. Procedures
Either party may notify the other by January 15 in the final year of the duration of this
contract of its desire to amend the provisions of this agreement. In such event, the parties
shall meet on the fIrStWednesday of February and exchange all proposals for modification of
this agreement. All proposals shall be submitted in precise, specific, written contract
language. No new additional proposals may be made by either party after this first meeting.
Commencing on the second Wednesday of February, the parties shall meet and negotiate in
good faith on that day and thereafter on days and times to be mutually agreed upon. Meetings
shall not exceed three (3) hours except as extended by mutual agreement and shall be held at a
time agreed upon.
Negotiating Teams
Neither party in any negotiations shall have control over the selection of the representatives of
the other party and each party may select its representatives from within or outside the school
district. While no final agreement shall be executed without ratification by the Association
and the Board, the parties mutually pledge that their representatives will be clothed with all
necessary power and authority to make proposals, consider proposals, and reach
compromise in the course of negotiations.
B.
C. Exchange of Information
Both parties and/or the Superintendent of Schools shall furnish each other upon reasonable
request, all available information pertinent to the issue(s) under consideration.
D. Consultants
The parties may call upon consultants to assist in preparing for negotiations and to advise
them during conference sessions. The expense of such consultants shall be borne by the
party requesting them.
Reaching Agreement
When consensus is reached covering the areas under discussion, agreements will be initialed
by both parties and the proposed agreement shall be reduced to writing as a memorandum of
under-standing and submitted to the Association and Board for approval. Following
approval by a majority of the Association membership and by a majority of the Board, the
Board will take such action upon the recommendation(s) submitted as are necessary to make
them official.
E.
-3-
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ARTICLE III
DUES DEDUCTION .
A. Authorization of Dues Deduction
The Board of Education of Lansing Central School District agrees to deduct, from the salaries
of its employees, dues for the Lansing Faculty Association and constitutionally affiliated
organizations, as said teachers individually and voluntarily authorize the Board to deduct and
transmit the monies promptly to the Association treasurer. Teacher authorizations shall be in
writing in the form set forth below.
PAYROLL DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION
Social Security Number
Last Name First Name Middle Name
District Name
.
Association
TO: BOARD OF EDUCATION
I hereby authorize you according to arrangements agreed upon with the above association
to deduct from my salary and transmit to said association, dues as certified by said
association for those organizations indicated below. I hereby waive all right and claim to
said monies so deducted and transmitted in accordance with this authorization and relieve
the Board of Education and all its officers from any liability therefore. I revoke any and all
instruments heretofore made by me for such purposes. This authority shall remain in full
force and effect for all purposes while I am employed in this school system, or until
revoked by me in writing between September 1 and September 15 of any given year.
Member Signature Date
.
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B . Certification of Dues
The Association Treasurer shall certify to the Board in writing the current membership dues
for each of the associations named in Section A. Any change in such membership dues will
be transmitted to the Board thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of such change.
C. Manner of Deductions
Deductions referred to in Section A shall be made in the following manner: The total annual
membership dues for those designated professional associations, certified as mentioned, shall
be deducted in twenty (20) equal installments beginning with the second pay period in
September. No later than the f11'stpay period in September the Association shall:
1. provide the Board with a list and the original signed dues
authorization cards of those employees who have voluntarily.
authorized the Board to deduct dues for the Associations named in
Section A, and
2. forward at the same time to the respective associations a list of the
members and their addresses who have elected payroll deduction
for such associations.
D. Additional Authorizations
Additional authorizations submitted at least three (3) weeks prior to any regularly scheduled
pay date shall be honored. Such irregularly initiated deductions will be deducted at the regular
(1/20) rate until such time as authorization might be withdrawn.
E. Transmission of Dues to the Association
The Board shall, each month, transmit these deductions to the Association treasurer.
-5-
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ARTICLE IV
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS' .
A. Copies of This Agreement
Copies of this agreement shall be prepared at the expense of th~ Board and the Association
and given to all teachers now employed or hereafter employed by the Board within two
weeks after its execution or employment if that occurs later. i
.
B. Facilities
Building facilities of the Lansing Central School shall be available for activities of the
Association at times other than when school is in session when requested and assigned in the
prescribed manner.
C. Scope of This Agreement
This agreement shall supersede any rules/regulations of the Board which are inconsistent
with the terms of the agreement.
'
Length of the School Day
The normal school day for all individuals in the instructional unit is set at 7:40 a.m. to 3:05
p.m. for high school and middle school and 8:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. for elementary school.
These starting and ending times can be varied up to 15 minutes 'each as long as the length of
day is not altered.
E. Attendance at Extra-curricular and Co-curricular Activities
It is mutually recognized and agreed that attendance of instructional unit personnel at school
co-curricular and extracurricular activities is highly desirable. The Association agrees to
encourage its members to support and attend extracurricular and co-curricular activities.
D.
.
F . No Reprisals ,
There will be no reprisals of any kind taken against any teacher by reason of his/her
membership in the Association or participation in any of its acti¥ities which are legal and in
conformity with the provisions of this contract.
G. Negotiations of Matters Not Specified
With respect to matters not covered by this contract which ate mandatory subjects for
collective negotiations under the law, the Board agrees it will ,make no changes without
appropriate prior negotiations with the Association.
H. Leave for Association Business
The District agrees that up to ten (10) days per year may be used by the Association President
and/or hislher designee to accomplish Association business. Prior notice and arrangement for
time will be given to the Building Principal. '
Tuition for Children of Non-Resident Teachers
Tuition for non-resident children of non-resident teachers will be $,500per year for each child
attending Lansing schools, except that tuition for such children att~nding the Lansing Central
Schools prior to September 1992 shall remain at $100 per year, per child, subject to the
provisions of the next sentence.
I.
If a non-resident teacher's non-resident child requires extraordinary ser¥ices, the tuition
charged will reflect the cost to the district of these extraordinary ser¥ices. Such tuition shall
not exceed the tuition being charged for non-resident children of non-resident non-teachers. .
-6-
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J.
Lansing Central School District
Calendar
The school year will consist of 1 orientation day, 3 Superintendent conference days, and 178
days of instruction. There will also be up to 4 emergency days built into the calendar.
If there are four unused emergency days, then:
one will be used for instruction
one will be used for teacher preparation
two will be added to vacation time
If there are three unused emergency days, then:
one will be used for instruction
two will be added to vacation time
If there are two or one unused emergency days, then:
one or both will be added to vacation time
-7-
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ARTICLE V
PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT .
A. In-Service Training
1. Inasmuch as a rapidly changing society is demanding and will continue to
demand changes in educational methodology, curricula,. and materials, the
Association and the Board acknowledge their joint responsibility to help meet the
challenges ahead by supporting an active program of in-servi~e training. Such in-
service training may take the form of in-service courses (sponsored by BOCES or
other educational groups or locally), a series of in-service workshops, summer
study or planning sessions, or assistance in independent st~dy by the teachers
concerned.
2. Workshops, institutes, local in-service courses, and other suctJ.in-service training
sessions for professional personnel shall be held at times. when teachers are
released from teaching duties; or, if attendance at such session is required during
after school or evening hours, participants shall be compensated in a manner
agreed upon by representatives of the Association and the Board.
3. All compensated in-service training must be approved by th~ Building Principal
and Superintendent of Schools prior to the taking of the training. Approved in-
service training shall be remunerated at the rate of $12 per hour for those hours
beyond the normal school day. Payment under this in-service clause constitutes
full compensation for all approved in-service training. Prior approval for in-
service credit will be contingent upon meeting the following guidelines: .
a. Training must be offered for professional groups.
b. In general, training must be related to teacher service at
Lansing. .
c. Training must be sponsored by an educational organization
or other recognized organizations approved by the
Superintendent.
d. In general, training must be outside the normal sbhool day.
e. The District has available budgeted funds for in-service
training compensation. .
Training will normally occur during, but will not be limited to, the school year. If
a request for in-service compensation is denied, a reason shall:be given.
.
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.
B . Teacher Evaluation
Evaluation is concerned with efforts to aid and encourage the teacher in the improvement of
performance. One of the prime purposes of teacher evaluation shall be to provide positive
assistance and support in order to further professional competence.
1. No supervisory personnel (Superintendent of Schools, Building Principal,
Department Head, Chairman, or Coordinator) shall write and/or file a report on
an observation of a teacher's class unless that supervisor has observed the
teaching situation for at least 20 minutes.
2. Each teacher shall be furnished a copy of any written report evaluating hislher
teaching. First-year employees shall have a follow-up conference. All other
employees may have a follow-up conference at their request or the request of their
supervisor. The teacher shall have the right to attach written comments to be filed
with the evaluation in hislher personnel file.
3. Recommendation for or against tenure for a teacher shall be based upon yearly
observations made by each of two supervisory personnel. In the event of
prolonged illness by either of the two supervisory personnel, the recommendation
will be based on at least two observations made by one supervisor.
Recommendation for, or, against tenure will also take into account overall job
performance.
4. Except in case of emergency, disciplinary action shall be based on material
contained in a teacher's personnel file.
.
5. Coaches will be observed at least once, at a time other than during a competitive
event by the athletic director or other administrative personnel.
6. The evaluator shall be present in the room when the teacher is being observed for
evaluation and the teacher shall be made aware at that time that he/she is being
evaluated.
7. All observations of the teacher's instruction will be conducted openly and with
the teacher's full knowledge and awareness.
8. No derogatory information will be placed in the teacher's personnel file without
the teacher's knowledge. The teacher will have access to hislher file in the
presence of an administrative employee. These rights will not apply to
recommendations received from or given to agencies or persons outside the
school district. The teacher will request access to the personnel file in advance
and access will be arranged within 2 school days or 5 business days if school is
not in session.
9. Teachers will be required to affix their signature to any observation report to be
placed in a personnel file. The teacher's signature indicates awareness of but not
necessarily agreement with said observation.
.
C. Chappaqua Central School District Evaluation
The parties agree to work towards the implementation of the optional Chappaqua
Central School District evaluation system during the term of this agreement. This
modification shall sunset on June 30, 2000.
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D. New Teacher Orientation
There will be preliminary meetings before classes begin in September for the entire teaching
staff. These meetings may be to emphasize orientation of new faculty to school procedures
and policies and to the locality of the school district and to planning and organizing for
instruction. These meetings will also be devoted to meetings with the Superintendent of
Schools and the Building Principals and to Department and Grad~ level meetings.
The Association views and recommendations will be solicited and considered in the planning
and carrying out of the New Teacher Orientation Program. The Association shall cooperate
with the Administration in planning and implementing the orientation program for new staff.
E. Conference Days ,
All teachers will attend conferences called by the District Superintendent and by the State
Education Department which are designed for participation of all instructional unit personnel.
Absences will be reported in the usual manner. '
F . Visitation Days
The Board recognizes that visitation days can be an important part of a teacher's continuing
professional development.
G. Educational Improvement
The Lansing Faculty Association and the Board of Education of Lansing Central School
District recommend that, in order to maintain optimum performance, professional educators
must regularly update their own educational experience in their areas of certification and
teaching.
Both parties encourage all faculty members to participate by attending and receiving credit for
at least one college level course approved by the Superintendent of Schools.
I
The recommended completion of the first course under this provIsion is 6/30/88 for current
faculty members. (Employed on or before 7/1/83)
It is recommended that faculty hired after 7/1/83 shall successfuUy complete such a course
within five years of initial employment.
It is recommended that every five years thereafter, all faculty ,shall complete additional
courses under this provision. '
-10-
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ARTICLE VI
EDUCATIONAL POLICY
A. Teacher Assignment and Transfer
Teacher assignments, teaching schedules, and other responsibilities shall be a matter of
consultation and, if possible, mutual agreement between the Administration and staff
member, as early as possible, in most cases before school closes in the spring. Where at all
possible, such assignments, schedules, and responsibilities shall be changed" only after
consultation between the Administration and the staff member concerned. Every attempt
possible shall be made to arrange voluntary reassignment. In the event that involuntary
reassignment must occur, when possible the least senior person .shall be reassigned. A
teacher shall keep the Administrators informed about his/her address at all times during the
summer so that such consultation about changes can be made if they are necessary.
In the event of a teacher's absence, a substitute will be hired if a qualified substitute is
available. This will not apply to psychologists, librarians, or guidance counselors.
B . Consultation With the Association
In such matters of school policy as the following, representatives of the Association will be
called upon to give advice to the Administration through the building councilor special
committees to formulate statements of policy to be recommended to the Board:
1. Grouping
2. Grading and Reporting
3. Curriculum
4. Textbook Adoption
5. Local Requirements and Recognitions for Graduation
6. Testing Program
7. Student Scheduling Requirements
8. Conduct of Homeroom and Opening Exercises
9. Class Size
10. Teacher Load
11. Staffing (Professional and Paraprofessional)
12. Facilities
C. Building Council
There will be, in each building, a Building Council composed of representatives of the
Association, not to exceed four (4) members from each building. This group will meet at
least once a month. The function of the group will be to consult with and offer suggestions to
the Building Principal on particular building problems and procedures including the setting
up of special committees as necessary.
-11-
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D. EmploymentProcedures
1. Building Principals and department heads (coordinators, cliairs) should, within
their area of concern, be regularly and consistently I consulted by the
Superintendent of Schools in matters of employment of all new teaching staff or
transfer of continuing teaching staff.
I
.
2. Vacancies shall be filled from within the School District wbere practicable. All
appointments and assignments to any and all vacancies' shall be based on
qualification and experience. As vacancies arise each semester, the
Superintendent of Schools shall both notify the Association and have placed in all
teachers' mailboxes a notice of the vacancies in the faculty unit. The method of
applying for the position will be. clearly set forth in the notice. In the case of
vacancies occurring during the summer vacation, the notjce thereof shall be
posted in the administration office of the Lansing Schodl District, and the
requested number of copies thereof shall be sent to the Association President and
Secretary. The provisions hereof shall apply to new position,s created within the
school district as well as to vacancies occurring in existing positions.
E. Notification of Resignation
It is mutually understood that late notification of resignations leave the school district in a
difficult recruitment position. Therefore, it is recommended by the Board and the Association
that, whenever possible, notice of resignation shall be given before March 1 of each year.
F. Cooperation With Parents
The Association agrees that instructional unit members will cooper-ate with the parents,
students, and administration in the solution of individual student problems by being available
for discussion during and after normal school hours. .
G. PublicMeetings i
It is mutually agreed that, for the purpose of promoting :better understanding and
communication among parents, teachers, and administration, ,Association members will
cooperate with the Administration in presenting the school progr~ in meetings with parents
and general public as the interest and need warrants and will support school meetings by their
attendance. '
H. Board meetings
The Association urges that instructional unit members, upon request of the Board of
Education or the Superintendent of Schools, attend meetings oflthe Board of Education or
Board Committees, without additional compensation when held outside the normal school
day.
I. Fair Dismissal Procedures
1. Probationary teachers will be advised of their tenure status no later than at least 30
days prior to the board meeting at which a recommendatiqn(s) to discontinue
service is to be considered, or at least 60 days prior to the expiration of the
probationary appointment, whichever is applicable.
'
2. If a probationary teacher who is discharged or denied tenure tequests reasons for
such discharge or denial, such reasons will be given orally, and the teacher will
be given an opportunity to confer with the Superintendent of Schools or hislher
representative. If, following this conference, he/she so requests, the reasons for
the discharge or tenure denial will be given to the probationary teacher in writing. .
-12-
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3. Employees shall not be disciplined except for just cause. Employees shall not be
terminated except for just cause; however, grievance procedures relating to just
cause termination will not apply in the case of teachers being terminated at any
time during their first two (2) years of employment or in the case of teachers
being denied tenure.
4. The District seeks to establish an election of procedure for eligible individuals
under this provision. In other words, a tenured employee who is covered by this
provision must choose in writing between the contractual "just cause" protection
under 3020A within 20 working days of being presented with formal disciplinary
charges. The other aspects of this shall remain in force and effect.
J. Committees
When the Board creates a committee and seeks official LFA spokespersons for the
committee, those spokespeople will be selected by the LFA.
-13 -
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ARTICLE VII
LEAVES .
A. Paid Leaves
1. Sick Leave
The Board of Education shall grant to each teacher twelve (12) days of absence
each year for personal illness. Five (5) of these twelve (12) days may be used for
family illness.
Any unused portion of such sick leave shall accumulate over the years until two.
hundred (200) days have been accumulated.
The Board of Education reserves the right to extend sick leave, in the case of
long-term service to the District, to a teacher who may exhaust his/her normal
agreed upon quantity.
2. Personal or Emergency Leave
Four (4) days of leave per year, noncumulative, will be peIJDitted for business,
personal, or immediate family emergencies which cannot be attended to except
during school hours. It is not the intent that these days be used for recreational
purposes. Whenever possible, 72 hours notice for such leave will be given to the
Building Principal.
For each teacher, at the end of each school year, his or her unused personal days
will be added to his or her accumulated sick leave.
'
.
3. Death in the Family ,
In the event of death in the family of a teacher, that teacher shall be granted up to
five (5) days leave, per death, exclusive of sick leave, after requesting such leave
from the Building Principal.
4. Deduction of Pay
Pay will be deducted for any unauthorized leave.
5. Sabbatical Leaves
In order to make available to the teaching staff an extended period of time during
which they may continue education or pursue some other activity that will add to
the value of the services they provide the District, the following shall apply:
Those with seven or more years of full-time experience in :the Lansing Central
School District and at least seven years of full-time service since the conclusion of
their previous sabbatic leave will be eligible for consideration for sabbatic leave
upon application to the Superintendent through their Building Principal. Together
the Superintendent and the Building Principals will rank the programs in
preferential order based upon any guidelines contained hetein or subsequently
agreed to. Leaves will be funded by the Board on the basis of such ranking.
The current sabbatical grievance will be withdrawn by the A~sociation. There will
be no sabbaticals issued for the summer of 1997. The Parti~s also agree to abide
by the attached sabbatic procedure. .
-14-
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6. SabbaticProcedure
6.1 Individual sabbatic leaves may be for one, two, three, or four summers.
6.2 Subject to the ability to fund, it is the intent that under normal circumstances, there
will be the equivalent of eight people on summer leave in each year, or an
equivalent lesser number if the persons have elected to take other forms of sabbatic
leave. A full year sabbatic will be counted the same as a four summer sabbatic. At
least half of the sabbatics will be individual sabbatics, and the money equal to the
reamaining sabbatics will be available for curriculum work.
A. The amount that will be available for curriculum work will be the equivalent
to half the salary of a teacher on step J -B+45.
B . Curriculum projects will be for one summer only.
C. Curriculum work will be paid at the rate of $17.00 per hour.
D. The seven year waiting period between sabbatics will be waived for teachers
working on a curriculum project.
E. Curriculum work will be done at school or at an approved site.
6.3 The method used to evaluate individual summer sabbatics will remain the same. A
committee of four LFA members and four administrators will rank curriculum
projects and make a recommendation to the board of education. There will also be
one board of education member attending the selection meeting.
6.4 The deadline for submitting sabbatics and summer curriculum projects will be
changed to March 1, 1998 and March 1, 1999. A recommendation will be given to
the board of education at the fIrStboard meeting of April, 1998 and April, 1999.
6.5 This change in the sabbatic clause of the contract will be only for the fIrSttwo
years of the contract. The program will then be evaluated by both parties. If an
agreement can not be reached on a permanent change in the sabbatic program, the
original language will remain in effect.
-15-
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7. Professional Association Leave
a. A representative of the Association will be entitled to ~ temporary
leave of absence with pay (up to 3 days) each school year to attend
the NYEA Convention.
.
b. LFA members holding office on the Board of Directors of NYEA
will be permitted two (2) days leave of absence with pay from
school obligations to carry out their duties.
8. Leave Accountability
Leave days will be credited in units of a minimum of one-quarter (1/4)
day(s).
B. Unpaid Leaves
1. Personal Leave Without Pay ,
A leave of absence without payor increment may be granted ~o tenured teachers
at the discretion of the Board in cases of special need.
2. Parenting Leave
a. A teacher who anticipates becoming a parent and anticipates leave
related to such event shall, within 90 days of becoming aware of the
likelihood of such event, notify the Board in writing. Earlier
notification would be appreciated.
b. A teacher who anticipates becoming a parent may requ~st parenting
leave after the teacher notifies the Board as set forth above.
.
c. Under normal circumstances, a teacher shall notify the Board at least
sixty (60) days prior to the taking of parenting leave. Under normal
circumstances, a teacher shall notify the Board at least sixty (60)
days prior to returning from parenting leave. If possible, return
from such leave will be coordinated to occur at a normal break in the
school year (beginning of a new school year or semestel\)
d. For non-tenured teachers, parenting leave shall be an interruption of
the probationary period and not in lieu of service in meeting the
requirement for serving a probationary period.
e. Such leave shall continue for a period not exceeding fifteen months
from the date of birth or from the date a child is pla~ed with the
teacher in anticipation of adoption. A teacher will not .accumulate
additional sick leave days during parenting leave. Upon, return from
parenting leave, the teacher will receive a salary equivalent to the
salary of teachers with the same experience and background.
f. An unpaid leave of absence to care for a newborn or adopted child is
available to all teachers up to a maximum of one and one-quarter (1
and 1/4) years from date of birth or adoption of a child.
.
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To the extent any of the foregoing provisions are in conflict with any
provisions of federal or state law which may not be modified by
contract between the parties, the provisions of the federal or state
law shall govern.
3 . DisabilitYLeave
a. If a teacher leaves work due to physical disability, the teacher shall
be entitled to apply the teacher's accumulated sick leave to the time
the teacher is absent due to this disability.
A pregnant teacher may continue teaching as late as she desires in
her pregnancy provided that she is physically able to perform her
duties.
b. Pregnancy will be treated as any other temporary disability for all
job-related purposes. Those women disabled due to pregnancy can
use the sick leave benefits for which they were eligible during the
period of disability. Only the rules that govern general sick leave and
general disability leave shall govern pregnancy.
c. Resumption of Benefits After Leave
All benefits to which a teacher was entitled at the time hislher leave of absence commenced,
including unused accumulated sick leave and credits toward sabbatical leave eligibility, will
be restored to himlher upon hislher return, and he/she will be assigned to the same position
which he/she held at the time said leave commenced, if available, or, if not, to a substantially
equivalent position.
D. Request for Extension of Leave
All requests and grants of extension or renewals of leave will be in writing.
E. Absence Without Leave
If a teacher is absent from work for a five-day period without notification to the
Superintendent, Principal, or hislher designee, said teacher will be considered to have
vacated hislher position. This decision may not be appealed through 3020a procedures but
may be appealed through arbitration. The arbitrator's decision may not be appealed by either
party.
-17 -
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ARTICLE VIII
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE AND RESOLUTION OF
ASSOCIATION-BOARD DISAGREEMENTS
.
A. Puq>ose .
It is the purpose of this procedure to secure, at the lowest possible level, equitable solutions
of alleged grievances of teachers and to provide for resolution of disagreement between the
two parties to this agreement.
'
B . Definitions .
A grievance is an alleged violation of a specific article or section of this agreement.
C. Procedures
1. Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right of any teacher(s)
having a grievance to discuss the matter informally with any member of the
Administration and to adjust the grievance in a way mutually acceptable to the
teacher(s) and the Administration. Such adjustments nee~ not, however, be
considered as a precedent for future cases.
2. A teacher who has a grievance may, if he/she wishes, ask the Association
Grievance Committee or other representative to assist himlhe~, to advise himlher,
or to represent himlher, or to refrain, at any stage in the adjustment of his/her
grievance.
3 . A grievance proceeding can be instituted only by a teacher or group of teachers
affected by the alleged grievance or by the Association at the written request of
bargaining unit member(s).
.
4. The Board and the Association agree to facilitate any investig*tion which may be
required and to make available relevant documents and records concerning the
alleged grievance.
S. All documents and records dealing with the processing of a.grievance shall be
preserved.
D. Time Limits
1. The time limits specified in this article may be extended only by mutual
agreement. The term" days" refers to school days except during the summer
when "days" shall mean Monday through Friday, excluding holidays.
2. All alleged grievances shall be brought to the attention of the appropriate
administrator by any aggrieved party within thirty (30) days of the time the
aggrieved party knew of the act or conditions involved. .
3. If the decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stag~ of the procedure
within the time limit specified, the grievance will be deemed 10 be discontinued
and further appeal under this agreement will be barred.
.
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E. Stages of the Procedure
. Grievance
Any aggrieved party will discuss its alleged grievance with the administrator
immediately responsible, with the objective of resolving the matter informally. If
the grievance is not resolved informally or if the aggrieved party wishes to appeal
the decision of the administrator consulted, the aggrieved party will proceed as
follows:
Stage 1
The aggrieved party will present in written form the matter of grievance to the
Building Principal responsible. The written report shall include the names of all
persons relevant to the alleged grievance, the times and places involved, a
general statement of the nature of the grievance, the redress sought by the
aggrieved party, and the steps taken by the aggrieved party up to the time of
submission of the written report. The Building Principal shall render a written
decision on the grievance within five (5) days after receipt of the complaint. If an
appeal from the Building Principal's decision is desired, such appeal must be
requested in writing to the Superintendent of Schools within five (5) days
following the decision of the Building Principal. If the grievance affects a group
of teachers in more than one building or is associated with a district-wide policy,
Stage 1 may be waived.
.
Stage 2
Within five (5) days of the receipt of a written appeal from a aggrieved party, the
Superintendent of Schools shall hold a hearing with the aggrieved party and any
representatives the party designates. The Superintendent of Schools shall render a
written decision within five (5) days of the hearing.
Stage 3
If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the decision at Stage 2, an appeal shall
be filed in writing with the Board within three (3) days after the decision at Stage
2. The Board shall hold a hearing on the grievance in executive session to include
parties of interest within thirty (30) days of receipt of the written appeal. The
Board shall render a decision, in writing, on the grievance within five (5) days of
the hearing. .
.
Stage 4 (Arbitration Stage)
a. After such hearing, if the teacher and/or Association are not satisfied
with the decision at the Board stage, and the Association determines
that the grievance is meritorious, it may submit the grievance to
arbitration by written notice to the Board of Education within fifteen
(15) school days of the decision at the Board stage.
b. Within ten (10) school days after such written notice of submission
to arbitration, the Board of Education and the Association will agree
upon a mutually acceptable arbitrator competent in the area of
grievance and will obtain a commitment from said arbitrator to
serve. If the parties are unable to agree upon an arbitrator or to
obtain such a commitment within the specified period, a request for
a list of arbitrators will be made to the American Arbitration
Association by either party. The parties will then be bound by the
rules and procedures of the American Arbitration Association in the
selection of an arbitrator.
-19-
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c. The selected arbitrator will hear the matter promptly and will issue
hislher decision not later than fourteen (14) calendar days from the
date of the close of the hearing, or if oral hearings have been
waived, then from the date of the final statements and proofs that
have been submitted to himlher. The arbitrator's decisibn will be in
writing and will set forth hislher findings of fact, reasoning, and
conclusions on the issues. .
d. The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any
decision which requires the commission of an act prohibited by law
which is violative of the terms of this Agreement.
e. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all
parties.
f. The costs for the services of the arbitrator will be borne equally by
the Board of Education and the Association.
-20-
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ARTICLE IX
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
Academic freedom is the professional personnel's exercise of intellectual independence and
the encouragement of such independence in the classroom. It is a condition essential to free
inquiry for the teacher and the student. It is basic to freedom of learning.
The Board, Administration, and th~ Association will seek to implement academic freedom:
1. by encouraging conditions which are conducive to the development and
maintenance of intellectual independence in the school system;
2. by resisting attempts to limit or to destroy intellectual freedom;
3 . by encouraging a spirit of inquiry on controversial issues, and
4. by promoting objectivity and tolerance in discussing and evaluating varying
points of view.
-21-
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ARTICLE X
SALARY, REIMBURSEMENTS, AND FRINGE BENEFITS
.
A. ConferenceExpenses
Teachersattendingprofessionalconferencesshallbe compensat~ in the followingmanner:
1. Up to $75 per diem, not to exceed three (3) days for one conf~rence.
2. Registration fees.
3. Travel: Mileage at 20 cents per mile to any conference in New York State or
airline or bus or train fare to any conference in New York State; up to $100 to a
conference outside New York State. ,
Note: Expense vouchers must be submitted for these conferences.
B . Health Insurance
The District will pay health insurancepremiumsunder the Blue CrosslBlueShield of Central
New York as follows or an equivalentwith the same guaranteesofferedby such plan.
July 1, 1998
July 1, 1999
July 1, 2000
Employee
95%
90%
85%
Employee's Dependents
85%
85%
85%
The minimum salary must be at least $150 per week to be eligible for the health insurance or
dental insurance. Those employees with less than the above amounts can receive health
insurance and dental insurance as long as they pay the full premium.
The prescription drug co-payment shall be $6 for non-generic drugs and $0 for generic drugs
effective July 1, 1997.
.
In order to be eligible for health insurance benefits in retirement, aDemployee must have been
in district service for a minimum of twelve (12) years. If an employee has less service,
he/she can obtain insurance on a prorated basis. Example: The individual will assume 1/12
of the District's portion of the premium for each year less than 12 years of service at the time
of retirement.
'
Upon retirement, the District will pay 95 percent of health insurance premiums for the retiree
and 85 percent for dependents as long as retiree survives. This is applicable to employees
retiring after July 1, 1986. The covered surviving dependents m~y remain members of the
group as long as they pay the full premium.
C. Dental Insurance
The District will pay dental insurance premiums under the Prime Blue A as follows:
Employee
100%
Family
1 Footnote
The District cost is not to exceed $46,300.
.
1 This amount shall be pro-rated after dividing evenly from the remaining poollof monies after the
individual premiums are paid.
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D. Eligibility Rules for Health and Dental Insurance
1. Unless the carrier then providing insurance coverage for the District requires
otherwise, the following provisions shall apply:
a. New teachers appointed in advance of their actual employment date may
enroll in the insurance plan(s) prior to employment to allow coverage to
become effective upon employment or at the earliest possible date
thereafter. Employee premium, if any, shall be paid at the time of
enrollInent. .
b. Normally an employee must sign up for participation within one month of
availability or employment, whichever is later. Coverage will be effective
on the fIrst day of the second month following application.
c. Employees must sign up for a full year.
d. Eligible participating employees will be continued in the plan until
participation is withdrawn in writing.
e. Where circumstances warrant, the Superintendent may waive one or more
of the above requirements.
2. If the carrier's requirements are more restrictive, they shall supersede the
requirements listed in item "D-l."
8 E. Medicare
Employees retiring on or after May 13, 1997, who elect to subscribe to Medicare Part B,
shall be responsible for the entire cost of the premium.
F. Personal Injury Benefits
1. Whenever a teacher is absent from his/her employment or unable to perform
his/her duties as a result of accident, injury, or assault occurring in the course of
his/her employment, he/she will be paid 80 percent of his/her full salary (less
the amount of any workmen's compensation award made in lieu of salary for
temporary disability due to said accident, injury, or assault) for the period of
such absence not exceeding six months. No part of such absence, not exceeding
six months, will be charged to his/her annual or accumulated sick leave.
2. The District will reimburse a teacher for the cost of medical, surgical, hospital,
prescription, and therapeutic services (less the amount of any insurance
reimbursement) necessitated by any injury or assault sustained while he/she is
acting in the discharge of his/her duties within the scope of his/her employment
or under the direction of the Board or its agents.
G. Flexible Spending Plan:
The District will set up and maintain the BC&S Associates Best Flex Spending Program or
an equivalent plan with the same features offered by such plan. Such plan shall be limited to
medical care reimbursement and dependent care reimbursement.
8 The District will pay all administrative costs associated with the Medical Care ReimbursementAccount and the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account. The plan will not become
effective until January 1, 1993.
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H. Summer Employment for Guidance and Psychology
Summer work, as requested by the administration, will be compensated for at the rate of one-
half (1/2) percent a day. For instance, 20 days equals 10 percent of salary step.
.
I. Curriculum Coordinators
The curriculum coordinator's job description is changed and enlarged as described below.
1. Definition of a Job Description
Definition: A Job Description is an organized and formalized statement of duties,
qualifications and responsibilities for a particular position.
2. Job Description for Curriculum Coordinator
a. General Responsibilities
The position of Curriculum Coordinator is the leadership position for the
improvement of instruction within the subject departmeQt. The person in the
position induces needed change within the department; coordinates instruction
within the subject area and insofar as possible from school to school;
integrates instructional plans with other subjects, departments; establishes and
maintains constructive working relations with Prin~ipals or councils
responsible for the programs.
While the Curriculum Coordinator is directly responsible to the Principal of
the schools in which he/she serves for attainment of the purposes of the
schools, he/she is also directly responsible to the Superintendent through the
District Curriculum Committee as required for accomplishment of the
purposes of the District as a whole.
b. Specific Responsibilities
1. Professional Leadership
The Coordinator is responsible to the Principal and Superintendent of
Schools through the District Curriculum Committee for progress of
teachers in his or her department.
2. Review of Staff
a. Discuss objectives, lesson plans, and methods of measuring
performance and success.
.
b. Visits classrooms, observes, and makes suggestions regarding
teaching styIe and methods. '
3. Operation of Department
a. Conducts periodic meetings of his/her staf{ and submits a
typewritten summary of each departmental meeting to the Principals
and Superintendent of Schools and Chairman of the District
Curriculum Committee.
b. Holds supplementary meetings as may be necessary.
c. Guides the construction of tests and exams used by the Department.
4. Curriculum Development
a. Prepares new.curricula.
b. Provides for the continuing review and improvement of existing
curricula. '
c. Aides in the preparation of in-service courses.
d. Is a member of the Principal's cabinet.
e. Recommends the purchase of equipment and supplies.
5 . Clerical
a. Maintains inventory of textbooks, workbooks, anc;lequipment.
.
.
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Elementary Grades K-1 5%
Grades 2-4 5%
Middle Math 4%(Includes 5th and 6th Science 4%
grade teachers) LanguageArts 4%
SocialStudies 4%
High Math 2%
Science 2%
.
English 4%
Social Studies 4%
Business 2%
District-Wide Music 4%
Art 2%
Physical EducationlHealthlDriver Education 5%
Industrial Arts/Home Economics (Technology) 2%
Special Services (LD/ReadinglSpeech/
GuidancelPsychologistlEnrichment) 5%
Foreign Language 4%
Library 2%
.
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b. Participates in ordering of new materials during the school year to
insure orderly classroom operation.
c. Works on preparation of departmental budget.
6. Performs Related Work as Required
3. Compensation for Curriculum Coordinators
Compensation is based on a percentage of step A 1 of the salary schedule in effect
for the given year. These percentages are set at 5% for curriculum coordinators
with eight (8) or more full-time teachers; 4% for curriculum coordinators with
four (4) or more full-time teachers, but fewer than eight full-time teachers; 2% for
curriculum coordinators who have fewer than four (4) full-time teachers in their
department. Additional rates may be established by negotiations between the
Board and the Association. A listing of coordinator positions follows.
These positions shall be posted for application with the inclusion of
responsibilities and remuneration.
At the option of the District, district-wide coordinator positions in math, science,
language arts, and social studies may also be filled. Normally, the person
appointed will be either the middle or high school coordinator in the subject
matter area. If filled, the stipend will be 1% per coordinator in addition to any
other compensation received as a coordinator.
Modified 10/16/95
.
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J . Salary Schedules
Salary schedules for the years covered by this contract are included in appendix A and are
subject to the followingprovisions.
'
1. The Board reserves the right, upon recommendation from tQe Superintendent of
Schools, to grant payment above step to any individual at an~ time.
.
2. Courses to be used for advancement from one salary coluinn to the next (e.g.
from Baccalaureate column to the B + 15 column, etc.) must be approved by the
Board and/or Administration in advance of actual registratiQn. Courses taken to
meet certification requirements are excepted.
3. Teachers not eligible for an increment in 1976-77 who have heretofore received
an added salary adjustment will continue to receive such adjustment in an amount
equal to the highest incremental step in their appropriate column on the salary
schedule.
4. Teachers who have graduate credit beyond 75 hours will be compensated at the
rate of $50 per credit hour per year up to a total of 15 approved graduate hours
beyond 75.
5. General salary increase shall be a 3.75%, inclusive of incret;nent, for the 1997-
1998 school year; 3.75%, inclusive of increment, for the 1998-1999 school year
and 3.75%, inclusive of increment, for the 1999-2000 school year. Parties to
mutually agree upon the distribution of the increases.
K. Retirement Incentive
.
Section 1. EligibilitY
1.1 In order to be eligible for this retirement incentive a employee must have completed at least
ten (10) or more years of service in and for the Lansing Central School District and be
eligible for retirement pursuant to the NYSTRS. '
Section 2. Letter of Intent
2.1 The employee must submit an irrevocable letter of resignation not later than February 1,in
the year he/she plans to retire.
Section 3. Payment
A retirement incentive grant of twenty thousand dollars ($20,OOO~shall be awarded to
eligible employees who have submitted the required letter of intent and are eligible for
retirement pursuant to the NYSTRS during the second year of this agreement. For the third
year of this agreement and thereafter a retirement incentive grant pf twenty thousand dollars
($20,000) shall be awarded to eligible employees who have sub~tted the required letter of
intent and who are fIrst eligible for retirement pursuant to the NYSTRS during the third
year of this agreement and thereafter.
3.2. The incentive payment shall be treated as a cash payment, subject to the appropriate tax
withholdings. The payment will be credited to their retirement account during the last
quarter of their last year of employment and payment made within the last calendar year of
their employment.
3.1
.
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L. Extra-Curricular and Co-Curricular Activities
1. Salaries
Salaries for extra-cunicular and co-cunicular positions are based on a percentage
of the salary schedule in effect for the given year. It is understood that, beginning
in the 1982-1983 school year, the percentages will be applied to Step A-I.
Thereafter, the percentages will be applied to the step, from A-I through A-5,
which corresponds to the years of experience of the coach and all advisors
appointed to the position. 1982-1983 is year one of experience for all coaches and
advisors included in this schedule.
Coaches must have required certification to advance beyond step A-I.
A schedule of percentages and. salaries. for extra-curricular and co-curricular
positions is included in appendix B.
2. Athletic Director
The Athletic Director shall coordinate activities in both the Middle and High
Schools.
3 . Director of Student Activities
Duties and Responsibilities of the Director of Student activities:
a. Will be responsible for recruitment and supervision of activity
sponsors and advisors.
b. Will serve as Assistant Senior Class Advisor.
c. Will work with the Student Councils in the Middle School and in
the High School to prepare student activity constitutions for
presentation to the Board of Education.
d. Will work with the Student Councils in the Middle and the High
Schools to coordinate fund-raising activities and events and to
develop a yearly calendar for fund raising and activities.
e. Will be responsible to the Building Principals for suggesting new
student activities or changes in existing activities including related
procedures, rules, and regulations.
6. Will be responsible for surveying student interest and providing
leadership, guidance, and direction when new clubs or groups are
formed.
-27-
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ARTICLE XI
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
Tenn of Agreement shall be for three years, July 1, 1997 through June 30, 2000.
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement
requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by
providing the additional funds therefore, shall not become' effective until the
appropriate legislative body has given approval.
For:
LANSING FACULTY
ASSOCIATION
For:
LANSING CENTRAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Signed: Signed:
Superintendent of SchoolsPresident
Signed:
Member Negotiating Committee
-28-
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APPENDIX A
SALARY SCHEDULES
.~ 1997 - 98 Salary Schedule
step bacc b+15 b+30 b+45 b+60 b+75
A(1) $28,212 $29,820 $31,520 $33,316 $35,215 $37,223
B(2) 28,917 30,566 32,308 34,149 36,096 38,153
C(3) 29,640 31,330 33,116 35,003 36,998 39,107
D(4) . 30,381 32,113 33,943 35,878 37,923 40,085
E(5) 31,141 32,916 34,792 36,775 38,871 41,087
F(6) 31,919 33,739 35,662 37,695 39,843 42,114
G(7) 32,717 34,582 36,553 38,637 40,839 43,167
H(8) 33,535 35,447 37,467 39,603 41,860 44,246
1(9) 34,374 36,333 38,404 40,593 42,907 45,352
J(10) 35,233 37,241 39,364 41,608 43,979 46,486
K(11-15) 36,114 38,172 40,348 42,648 45,079 47,648
L(16) 37,017 39,127 41,357 43,714 46,206 48,840
M( 17) 37,942 40,105 42,391 44,807 47,361 50,061
N(18) 38,891 41,107 43,450 45,927 48,545 51 ,312
O(19) 39,863 42,135 44,537 47,075 49,759 52,595
20 40,859 43,188 45,650 48,252 51,003 53,910
21 42,437 44,855 47,412 50,115 52,971 55,991
25 43,302 45,770 48,379 51,137 54,052 57,133
.-
1998 - 99 Salary Schedule
step bacc b+15 b+30 b+45 b+60 b+75
A(1) $28,662 $30,296 $32,023 $33,848 $35,777 $37,817
B(2) 29,364 31,038 32,807 34,677 36,654 38,743
C(3) 30,084 31,798 33,661 35,527 37,552 39,692
D(4) 30,821 32,577 34,434 36,397 38,472 40,665
E(5) 31,576 33,376 35,278 37,289 39,414 41,661
F(6) 32,349 34,193 36,142 38,202 40,380 42,862
G(7) 33,142 35,031 37,028 39,138 41,369 43,727
H(8) 33,954 35,889 37,935 40,097 42,383 44,799
1(9) 34,786 36,769 38,864 41,080 43,421 45,896
J(10) 35,638 37,669 39,817 42,086 44,485 47,021
K( 11) 36,511 38,592 40,792 43,117 45,575 48,173
L(12-16) 37,406 39,538 41,792 44,174 46,692 49,353
M(17) 38,322 40,507 42,815 45,256 47,835 50,562
N(18) 39,261 41,499 43,864 46,365 49,007 51,801
O(19) 40,223 42,516 44,939 47,501 50,208 53,070
20 41,208 43,557 46,040 48,664 51,438 54,370
21 43,063 45,517 48,112 50,854 53,753 56,817
25 45,022 47,588 50,301 53,168 56,199 59,402
t~
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1999 - 2000 Salary Schedule
.step bacc b+15 b+30 b+45 b+60 b+75
A(1) $29,025 $30,679 $32,428 $34,277 $36,230 $38,295
B(2) 29,736 31,431 33,223 35,116 37,118 39,234
C(3) 30,465 32,201 34,037 35,977 38,027 40,195
B(4) 31,211 32,990 34,870 36,858 38,959 41, 180
E(5) 31,976 33,798 35,725 37,761 39,914 42,189
F(6) 32,759 34,626 36,600 38,686 40,891 43,222
G(7) 33,562 35,475 37,497 39,634 41,893 44,281
H(8) 34,384 36,344 38,415 40,605 42,920 45,366
1(9) 35,226 37,234 39,357 41,600 43,971 46,478
1(10) 36,089 38,147 40,321 42,619 45,048 . 47,616
K(11) 36,974 39,081 41,309 43,663 46,152 48,783
L(12) 37,879 40,039 42,321 44,733 47,283 49,978
M(13-17) 38,808 41,020 43,358 45,829 48,441 51,202
N(18) 39,758 42,025 44,420 46,952 49,628 52,457
O(19). 40,732 43,054 45,508 48,102 50,844 53,742
20 41,730 44,109 46,623 49,281 52,090 55,059
21 43,692 46,182 48,814 51,597 54,538 57,647
23 44,697 47,244 49,937 52,784 55,792 58,972
25 46,569 49,224 52,030 54,995 58,130 61,443
.
.
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APPENDIX B Co-Curricular Activities
Position Building Level Percentage
.
Art Club Elementary School 4.0%
Middle School 5.0%
High School 5.0%
Book Club Elementary School Advisor 1.0%
Elementary Assistant Advisor 1.0%
Challenge Team High School 1.0%
Cheerleading Varsity Football 7.0%
Modified Football 6.5%
VarsityBasketball . 7.0%
J.V. Basketball 6.5%
Chorus Elementary Director 5.0%
Elementary Assistant 3.0%
Middle School inactive
Class Advisors Senior 6.5%
Junior 4.0%
Sophomore 4.0%
Freshman 4.0%
8th Grade 4.0%
Computer Tech Club High School 2.0%
--
Elementary School (2) 3.0% ea.
D-Day High School 6.5%
Director of Student Activities Inactive
Disk Jockey Club High School Inactive
Drama Club High School Inactive
Middle School Advisor 8.0%
Middle School Assistant 5.0%
Futures Club Middle 4.0%
Honor Society. High School 5.0
International Club High School (2) 5.0%
Library Club High School 4.0%
Middle School 3.0%
Literary Magazine lliusions (3) 8.0%
Visions (2) 4.0%
Marching Band Head inactive
Assistant inactive
-- Mediation Program Middle School 4.0%
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Co-Curricular Activities (cont'd)
Position
Musical
Newspaper
Odyssey of the Mind
Play
SADD
School Store
Science Club
Ski Club
Student Council
Talent Show
u.S. Club
Weightlifting
Yearbook
Yorkers
Pep Band (Fall)
Pep Band (Winter)
Pep Band (Assistant)
Modified 10/19/95
Building Level
High School Director
High School Assistant
Middle School Director
Middle School Assistant
High School (per issue)
Maximum 6
Coach (TBA)
Team Coordinator
High School Director
High School Assistant
High School
High School
Middle School
Elementary School
High School
High School
Middle School
High School
Middle School
Middle School Assistant
High School
Middle School Advisor
Middle School Assistant
High School Advisor
High School Advisor
Middle School Co-Editors (2)
Middle School Advisor
Middle School Assistant
High School Co-Advisors (2)
High SchoollMiddle School
High SchoollMiddle School
High SchoollMiddle School
-32-
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Percentage .
12.0%
8.0%
8.0%
5.0%
inactive
3.0% ea.
1.0%
inactive
inactive
5.0%
1.0%
2.0%
4.0%
2.0%
inactive
inactive .
5.0%
5.0%
4.0%
1.0%
4.0%
2.0%
6.5%
12.0%
3.0% each
5.0%
3.00/0
13.0% each
4.0%
2.0%
1.0%
.
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Modified 10/19/95
APPENDIX B
.
Extra-Curricular Activities
Sport Position Percentage
Athletic Director 18.0%
Baseball Head 9.0%
Assistant 7.0%
Modified 6.5%
Basketball, Boys Head 12.0%
Assistant 9.0%
Modified 6.5%
Basketball, Girls Head 12.0%
Assistant 9.0%
Modified 6.5%
Cross Country Head inactive
Field Hockey Head inactive
Football Head 12.0%
"arsi~~ssistant 9.0%
J.". Head 9.0%
1- J.". Assistant 6.5%Modified Head 6.5%
Modified Assistant 6.0%
Golf Head 7.0%
Soccer, Boys Head 9.0%
Assistant 7.0%
Modified 6.5%
Soccer, Girls Head 9.0%
Modified 6.5%
Softball Head 9.0%
Assistant 7.0%
Modified 6.5%
Swimming, Boys Head 12.0%
Assistant 9.0%
Modified 6.5%
Diving Coach, Head TBA
Diving, Modified TBA
Swimming, Girls Head 12.0%
Assistant 9.0%
Modified 6.5%
--
Diving Coach, Head TBA
Diving, Modified TBA
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APPENDIX B
Extra-Curricular Activities (cont'd)
Sport Position Percentage .
Track, Boys Head 9.0%
Assistant 7.0%
Modified 6.5%
Track, Girls Head 9.0%
Assistant 7.0%
Modified 6.5%
Track (Winter) TBA TBA
Volleyball Head 9.0%
Assistant 7.0%
Modified 6.5%
Wrestling Head 12.0%
Assistant 9.0%
Modified 6.5%
Intramurals
Aquatics 5.0%
Basketball, Boys 1.0% .
Basketball, Girls 5-8 1.0%
Floor Hockey 1.0%
Gymnastics 1.0%
Soccer 1.0%
Tennis 1.0%
Volleyball 1.0%
Volleyball, Girls 5-8 1.0%
Volleyball, Boys 5-8 1.0%
Wrestling 1.0%
.
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Extra-Curricular Activities (cont'd)
Lansing Central School District
Supervision
Hourly Rate Minimum
Bus Supervision 4 hours & over
Less than 4 hours
$ 8.50
8.50
$ 30.00
25.00
30.00
30.00
25.00
Chaperones J\tllletic 8.50
2 hours & over 8.50
Other (under 2 hours) 8.50
Ticket Sellers 8.50 20.00
30.00
30.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
Timers Wrestling 8.50
Football 8.50
Basketball (2 games) 8.50
Basketball (30 second) 8.50
Swimming 8.50
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Group A Group B Group C
12% 9% 7%
9% 7% 6.5%
6.5% 6.5% 6.5%
6.0%
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APPENDIX B
Extra-Curricular and Co-Curricular Salaries (cont'd)
GROUP I 12%
H.S. Musical Director
H. S. Yearbook
GROUP IV 5%
E.S. Chorus Director
M. S. Drama Assistant
H. S. & M. S. Art Clubs
M. S. Musical Assistant
M. S. Yorkers Advisor
M. S. & H. S. Student Council
InternationalClub(2) .
National Honor Society
S.A.D.D.
GROUP VI 3%
E.S. Chorus Assistant
E.S. Tech Club (each)
M. S. Library
H. S. Yorkers Advisors(each)
O-M Team Coaches (ea.)
M. S. Yearbook Advisor (each)
M. S. Yorkers Assistant
Group A
Football
Swimming (b&g)
Wrestling
Basketball (b&g)
PERCENTAGES:
GROUPn 8%
M. S. Musical Director
M. S. Drama Director
H. S. Musical Assistant
lllusions (3)
GROUP V 4%
Lansing Central School District
GROUP ill 6.5%
Weightlifting
D:"DayCoordinator
Senior Class Advisor
.
Class Advisor -8,9,10, &11
E. S. Science Club
E. S. Art Club
M.S. Student Council Assistant'
H.S. Library Club
M.S. Futures
M.S. US Club
M.S. Student Mediation
Pep Band (fall)
Visions(2)
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GROUP vm 1%
E.S. Book Club
E.S. Book Club Assistant
H.S. Challenge Team
H.S. Talent Show
H.S. School Store
Pep Band assistant
O...iMCoordinator
.
GROUPvn 2%
M. S. US Club Assistant
M. S. School Store
H. S. Computer Club
H. S. Science
Pep Band (winter)
Group B
Soccer (b&g)
Volleyball
Track (b&g)
Baseball & Softball
Group C
Cheerleading- fall
Cheerleading- winter
Golf
Coach
Varsity Head
V. Assist & J.V. Head
Modified & J.V. Asst.
Asst. Modified
Where a (2) or (3) exists after an activity, it indicates there are two or thtee advisors and they will
split the salary for that activity.
.
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APPENDIX C
LANSING CENTRAL SCHOOL
SUMMER CURRICULUM PROJECTS
CRITERIA SHEET
The Curriculum Committee seeks proposals for summer projects that have a high potential for
improvement of instruction. It is hoped that this project will effectively plan the work to be done
for a course of instruction. This is for a new or unique approach for improving instruction and
will not be simply management work that is part of the traditional daily preparation.
Rating Guide
0-10 Importance of project on improvement of instruction (Mandated and
necessary, revision needed, nice, but. . . . . .)
0-5
0-5
Impact on number of students
Curriculum coordination horizontally and vertically
0-5
0-10
Feasibility of implementation
Necessary work that cannot easily be replicated from other existing sources
0-5 The appropriate people are involved and willing to work on the project
Projects need to be submitted to Departmental Coordinator and Principal, and discussed before
formal submission.
Projects that do not appear to be curriculum related will be considered by the Committee for use to
the school district but will be submitted as "other Category". It is hoped that curriculum projects
will be of a higher budgetary priority.
All project members will be asked to be at the initial project review meeting to discuss and defend
project.
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Name:
Lansing Central School District
LANSING CENTRAL SCHOOL
SUMMER CURRICULUM PROJECTS
(Coordinator of Project)
Project Title: .
Date:
Department Coordinator:
Principal:
(Signature)
People to be involved
(Signature)
Total hours Approx. dated to work
Please answer the following questions regarding the projec~.
1) Why is this project necessary? How does this project relate to SED requirements?
2) Objectives (Please identify those objectives that will be accomplished during the summer):
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3) Who will benefit most from the total project? To whom will it be most useful?
4) What type of student and how many students will be affected by your completed project?
5) Does this project coordinate efforts of teachers within the grade level, across grade levels,
within subject areas or across subject areas?
6) . Is this project original? Are you certain the proposed project has not already been done?
(Are you certain the product of the proposed project is not available in some published
fonn?)
7) Implementation -How and when will this be implemented into the curriculum in the next
school year?
Evaluation -Please describe what follow-up would be necessary to evaluate the progress of
this project during the same year?
.
List additional equipment, supplies, expenditures needed to implement this project.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
.
Coaches will be paid according to the criteria and scale listed below.
Criteria Weight
1. Length of Season 5 x .67/we/.33 practices 0ver vacation
2. Outside Time 4 x .67/weekend contest
.33/weekend practice
.55/scouting trip
3. Squad Size. 3 x 1 for each 5 players
4. Equipment 2 x 10 Hi - 1 Low
5. Program 2 x 2.5ffeam +1/assistant
A review committee composed of the three building principals,the athletic director, the president of the
LFA and three teachers (one ITomeach building) will be established. Fora new sport or an existing
sport or club which a coach/advisor feels is improperly grouped, the coach/advisor will submit a
completed criteria sheet to the committee. New clubs not yet approved b~ the Board must have.
written approval ITomthe principal prior to starting and must operate for pne year prior to submitting
the criteria sheet for review. First year club advisors should keep a log or number of participants,
number of meetings and time spent in activities and preparation to assist them in completing the criteria
.sheet.
.
After reviewing the criteria sheet, the panel will make a determination as to placement of the sport or
activity in a group (see page 36 of contract).
For the 1997-98 school year, the committee will accept requests for reviews submitted by October 10,
1997. For subsequent years, coaches and advisors who intend to request istipendreviews must notify
their principals no later than February 1 (for budgetary purposes). Application for actual stipend
reviews must be submitted to the committee no later than June 1.
.
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